JOIN US:
Write for Rights is Amnesty International’s largest annual grassroots letter writing campaign, held in the fall to mark Human Rights Day on December 10th. This year’s 10 cases all involve individuals at risk.

GUATEMALA:
BERNARDO -CAAL XOL
Jailed for defending a sacred river

CHINA:
ZHANG ZHAN
Reporting on COVID-19 got her locked up

EGYPT:
MOHAMED BAKER
Locked away for defending freedom

MEXICO:
WENDY GALARZA
Shot while protesting violence against women

UKRAINE:
SPHERE
Attacked for defending LGBTI & women’s rights

ERITREA:
CIHAM ALI
Taken at 15 and never seen again

NIGERIA:
IMOLEYAO MICHAEL
Facing trumped-up charges for protesting police violence

OCCUPIED PALESTINIAN TERRITORIES:
JANNA JIHAD
Harassed for exposing Israeli violence

THAILAND:
RUNG PANUSAYA
Facing a life sentence for peaceful protest

BELARUS:
MIKITA ZALATAROU
Teen beaten, electrocuted, and jailed

UPCOMING WRITE FOR RIGHTS EVENT:

LOCATION: ________________________________________  DATE: ____________________________

CONTACT: ________________________________________  TIME: ____________________________

WRITE.AMNESTYUSA.ORG